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Consumers’ model

This model is taken from the paper: Smallwood and Conlisk, 1979,

Product Quality in Markets where Consumers are Imperfectly Informed,

Quarterly Journal of Economics, 93-1.

Consumers are, in the most relevant markets, no expert about the

quality of the products they buy. However, people try to find some

clues about which is the best product. A typical rule is to trust more

products that are more popular among other consumers.

The model we are going to implement is a model where products

have different qualities, unknown to the consumers. Consumers

retain their currently owned product if they are satisfied, or buy a

new one if not. The rule to choose a product, when they need to buy

a new one, is random with probabilities proportional to the current

market shares.
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Consumers’ model

Let’s see the main equations. Consumers keep the current product if it

keeps on working, and choose a new product if the product is broken:

Current Product =

{

Current product , if it is not broken

New product , if breaks down

We consider that each product when used has a probability of “breaking

down”, meaning it does not satisfy any longer the consumer.

Broken =

{

Y es with probability = BD

No with probability = 1 − BD
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Consumers’ model

When a consumer needs to buy a product, she does not know the

probabilities, otherwise the lowest probability product will be chosen.

But the consumer can observe the other consumers’ products. We

assume that the consumer can choose any of the products currently

available, with probabilities proportional to the shares of consumers.

Prob(i) =
msα

i
∑n

j=1 msα
j

For the time being, we ignore the parameter α, assuming it to be

equal to 1.
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Consumers’ model

Let’s start a new model as usual. Use LMM / Browse Models to

create a new model called Consumer Model in directly SC. Firstly,

we consider the model structure, without implementing it, just to

“place” the equations in the different objects. Then we look at all the

equations, understanding what they do. After the implementation of

the equations we will compile and create the model configuration.
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Consumers’ model

The model considers a group of firms and a group of consumers. At each

time step consumers have a currently used product. Firms keep the record

of the total number of consumers using their own products.
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Consumers’ model

Notice that consumers (in Demand) need to access data from firms

(in Supply). Also, firms need to access data from consumers (e.g. to

compute market shares).

This is a potential problem: how can a consumer find out a specific

firm? how can firms identify their own customers? LSD provides

several possibilities. We will implement one requiring a fairly

complex code, so that to present several commands in the LSD

modelling language.
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Consumers’ model

For each firm we define two elements, called them Sales and

NumLost, that at each t contain the number of new consumers

choosing the firm’s product and the number of lost consumers who

switched to other products, respectively.

Sales and NumLost are obviously variables, in that they will

change generally value depending on the state of the model.

However, to implement them as LSD variables would require highly

inefficient equations: each of them should scan all consumers. LSD

offers tricks to implement the same model in a far more efficient way.
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Consumers’ model

The code of a model in LSD can only be expressed equation for a

variable or a function. However, this code can perform any

programming operation, besides computing values. For example, the

modeller can insert in an equation’s code LSD commands that

replace the value in an element with new values.

In effect, LSD equations can compute several values, and then store

them in other elements of the model.
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Consumers’ model

In our implementation we will define Sales and NumLost as LSD

parameters, whose content will be modified by the equations

representing the consumers’ action:

• if the consumer drops product i, then increase the NumLost of i.

• If the consumer buys product j, then increase the Sales of j.
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Consumers’ model

However, this implementation requires two explicit controls:

• Before any consumer start taking any decision, set all Sales and

NumLost to 0 to avoid considering values from previous period.

• Do not make any use of Sales and NumLost until all consumers

completed their activities to prevent other elaborations from

using incomplete values.
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Consumers’ model

We define one LSD variable InitTrade whose only purpose is to

signal that Sales and NumLost are set to 0 before consumers start

to make their purchases.

Another variable, EndTrade, ensures firms that they can safely use

Sales and NumLost after all consumers did make a decision.
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Consumers’ model

After this variable has been computed we are sure that each firm has

parameters Sales and NumLost set to 0.

EQUATION("InitTrade")

/*

Initialize the trading period

*/

CYCLE(cur, "Firm")

{ //for all firms set to 0 Sales and NumLost

WRITES(cur,"Sales",0);

WRITES(cur,"NumLost",0);

}

RESULT(1 )
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Consumers’ model

Ensure that all consumers did their purchases, if this is the case.

EQUATION("EndTrade")

/*

Sum all the consumers, providing their number.

It actually serves to guarantee that all consumers

have made up their mind, making their purchasing decisions.

*/

CYCLE(cur, "Consumer")

VS(cur,"ProdUsed");

RESULT( 1)
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Consumers’ model

Variable ProdUsed indicates the product used by the consumer,

which is a parameter called IdFirm different for each firm.

EQUATION("ProdUsed")

/*

Determine the product used

*/

v[0]=V("IsBroken"); //breaks ?

if(v[0]==1)

v[1]=V("Purchase"); //yes, buy a new produc

else

v[1]=VL("ProdUsed",1); //no, keep on using the previous one

RESULT(v[1])
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Consumers’ model

The call to IsBroken is supposed to return 1 if the product

currently used by the consumer breaks down or 0 otherwise.

To reach the final (correct) implementation for the equation of this

element we present several intermediate (and wrong!) versions, so as

to discuss one new LSD command per time.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.0

*/

v[2]=V("BD"); //should be the b.down probability

if(RND<v[2])

v[1]=1; //product broken

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

}

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

The overall design for the the code should be fairly clear, although it

contains two mistakes.

The intention is that the probability of breaking down of the product

is used to draw a random value, which is then returned as 0 or 1

depending on the event.

The line conditional statement contains the LSD keyword RND

which provides a real value in the range [0,1] chosen randomly.

Therefore, the condition is TRUE BD x 100 times out of 100, on

average, and FALSE the rest.
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Consumers’ model

However, the code cannot work. The reason is that there are several

BD parameters in the model, one in each object Firm. The code

must ensure that we use the copy of BD contained in the specific

copy of Firm of the product currently used by the consumer.

The system cannot find out this copy automatically, because there is

no direct link in the model’s object structure between a consumer

and a firm. The modeller must explicitly manage to individuate the

copy and retrieve that appropriate value.
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Consumers’ model

Each copy of firm is defined to contain a parameter, call IdFirm,

which is set to a different value for each copy; assume the

initialization assigns increasing natural numbers: 1, 2, 3, ...

A consumer stores the indication of the own product as the IdFirm

of the product, and stores this value into the consumer’s variable

ProdUsed. Therefore, to indicate the id of the product used as of

last time step (t − 1) by the consumer we can use the expression:

VL(’’ProdUsed’’,1);
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Consumers’ model

We must now reach the copy of firm having its id equal to the past

ProdUsed of the consumer.

In LSD it is possible to retrieve a specific copy of an object using the

command:

cur=SEARCH CND(’’Label’’, value)

This command loads into cur the copy of the object containing the

element Label whose value is identical to value.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.1

*/

v[0]=VL("ProdUsed",1); //check the currently used product

cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(cur,"BD"); //read the BD for that firm

if(RND<v[2])

v[1]=1; //product broken

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

Now the equation starts by reading the product previously used and

access the BD of the relative firm.
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Consumers’ model

This version works fine, but it is not performing one of the tasks we

considered. We assumed that NumLost is a parameter that must be

increased every time one consumer drops the product. This equation

is a useful place to put this operation, since we identify here the

object of the firm loosing a customer.

The command INCRS(cur, ’’Label’’, value) makes the following

operation: search into the object pointed to by cur the element

Label and add value to its prior content.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.2

*/

v[0]=VL("ProdUsed",1);//check the currently used product

cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(cur,"BD"); //read the BD for that firm

if(RND<v[2])

{

v[1]=1; //product broken

INCRS(cur, ’’NumLost’’, 1);

}

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

But we have now introduced an error. Each time a firm loses a

customer its NumLost is increased of 1. But we don’t want to count

all the lost consumers across the whole simulation run, but only those

lost “today”, at current time step t.

So, we have to ensure that when we execute this code the equation

for InitTrade is computed (and that is not computed after

IsBroken has been computed for some consumers).
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.3

*/

V(’’InitTrade’’);

v[0]=VL("ProdUsed",1);//check the currently used product

cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(cur,"BD"); //read the BD for that firm

if(RND<v[2])

{

v[1]=1; //product broken

INCRS(cur, ’’NumLost’’, 1);

}

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

The line with V(’’InitTrade’’) is effectively a semaphore: it gives

the go-ahead to the rest of the equation only if the code for

InitTrade completed its computation.

Being a variable, the equation for InitTrade is computed once and

only once at each time step. If, at the current time step t, InitTrade

has already been executed, the system will not re-execute its

equation.

Notice that we neglect the “value” of this variable: it is useless. We

only use this variable to mark the (intra-step) time before its

execution and after.
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Consumers’ model

As it is implemented the code assumes that it is executed as an

element of object Consumer. However, this is a waste, since we are

not interested in the value of IsBroken besides the computation for

ProdUsed. Keeping this element as part of consumers is costly, if

there are many consumers, and useless.

We’d better include in the model one single copy of IsBroken,

define it as a function (not variable) and allow all users to make use

of its computation.

However, in this case we have a problem. How can the code identify

the consumer requesting its computation?
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Consumers’ model

The issue of moving IsBroken outside the consumers (e.g. into

Supply) is relevant only for the command:

v[0]=VL("ProdUsed",1);

If IsBroken is detached from the consumer, this command is

ambiguous, since there is no obvious way to select one specific

consumer.

Every time an equation is executed the system supplies some

information. One is a pointer (variables for objects, like cur) that is

not writable by the modeller, and indicating the object whose

element required the computation to be executed. This object is

indicated with c, for caller.
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Consumers’ model

Suppose that the equation for variable A contains a line that triggers

the computation of variable B. If the system computes B because of

this, then the code for B can access object containing A by using

pointer c.

Every time an equation is executed c can change, depending on why

that equation has started to be computed. It can even be empty

(using the keyword NULL) when an equation is computed

spontaneously by the system and not because requested by other

equations.

Functions are never computed by the system, and therefore their c is

never NULL. Moreover, most of the times functions need to

differentiate their computation depending on who requested their

value, so that c is almost exclusively used in functions.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.4

*/

V(’’InitTrade’’);

v[0]=VLS(c,"ProdUsed",1);//check the currently used product

cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(cur,"BD"); //read the BD for that firm

if(RND<v[2])

{

v[1]=1; //product broken

INCRS(cur, ’’NumLost’’, 1);

}

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

One last issue. We would like that each consumer chooses randomly

a firm at the very first time step, so to facilitate the initialization

(handy when there are many consumers).

To do so we make the last modification to the equation. We tell that

if the value of ProdUsed for the consumer is a conventional value,

not corresponding to any IdFirm of any firm, then always return 1,

as if for a broken product. This will push the consumer to make

always a purchase at the very first time step.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.5

*/

V(’’InitTrade’’);

v[0]=VLS(c,"ProdUsed",1);//check the currently used product

if(v[0]==0) //This is true only at time t=1

END_EQUATION(1); //then returns immediately 1, without further bothering

cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(cur,"BD"); //read the BD for that firm

if(RND<v[2])

{

v[1]=1; //product broken

INCRS(cur, ’’NumLost’’, 1);

}

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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Consumers’ model

The command END EQUATION(value) terminates the equation and

returns value as result of the computation.
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Consumers’ model

We can implement also Purchase as a function, computed any time

(and only) it is requested by an unsatisfied consumer.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("Purchase")

/*

Make a purchase for the calling object (supposedly a consumer).

RNDDRAW("Obj", "VarOrPar") is a Lsd function choosing randomly an

object called "Obj" probability equal to "VarOrPar".

*/

V("InitTrade"); //ensure that firms are ready to sell

cur=RNDDRAW("Firm","Visibility");

INCRS(cur,"Sales",1); //increase the Sales of the chosen firm

v[0]=VS(cur,"IdFirm");

RESULT(v[0] )
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Consumers’ model

Notice that we also have put here a call to InitTrade since it is a

variable it does not matter how many times it is called: it will be

computed only at the first occasion, and never again in the same

time step.

The command cur=RNDDRAW("ObjLabel","ElementLabel"); is

used to implement model-specific random draws. The command

returns one randomly chosen copy of the group of objects with label

ObjLabel with probabilities proportional to the normalized values of

ElementLabel, which can be a parameter or a variable and must be

contained in ObjLabel.
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Consumers’ model

Variable Visibility is simply the msα. Note that it uses the past

market shares, because they cannot be updated before consumers

conclude their activities, and therefore allow for the present-time

market shares to be computed.

EQUATION("Visibility")

/*

Attractiveness of firms, depending on their lagged market shares

raised to the power of alpha

*/

v[0]=V("alpha");

v[1]=VL("ms_user",1);

RESULT( pow(v[1],v[0]))
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Consumers’ model

The market shares ms user is the share of users using the firm’s

product

EQUATION("ms_user")

/*

Market shares of users, computed as the ratio

of this users over the sum of total users

*/

v[0]=V("TotalUsers");

v[1]=V("NumUsers");

RESULT(v[1]/v[0] )
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Consumers’ model

TotalUsers is the sum of all users.

EQUATION("TotalUsers")

/*

Total number of users

*/

v[0]=0;

CYCLE(cur, "Firm")

v[0]+=VS(cur,"NumUsers");

RESULT(v[0] )

Notice the C compact expression: X+ = k ⇔ X = X + k.
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Consumers’ model

If the number of consumer never varies (and you trust the model...)

TotalUsers can become a parameter, since it remains always at the

same value. LSD allows a variable to be turned into a parameter. If

in the equation for a variable (or function) it is contained the

keyword:

PARAMETER

Then the system concludes normally the equation but, from then on,

the element will become a parameter and, therefore, will not compute

again its equation nor will change value, unless some other code

overwrites it.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("TotalUsers")

/*

Total number of users

*/

v[0]=0;

CYCLE(cur, "Firm")

v[0]+=VS(cur,"NumUsers");

PARAMETER

RESULT(v[0] )
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Consumers’ model

NumUsers is the current number of users owning the product of the firm.

We compute this variable as the update of previous number of users plus

the new users (Sales) minus the discontent users computed in NumLost.

EQUATION("NumUsers")

/*

Number of users, computed, after the end of the trading period,

by summing to the previous users the new sales and

removing the lost users

*/

V("EndTrade"); //ensure that buyers finished to update their product

v[0]=VL("NumUsers",1);

v[1]=V("Sales");

v[2]=V("NumLost");

RESULT(v[0]+v[1]-v[2] )
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Consumers’ model

Here we have used the second semaphore: EndTrade. Before

making use of the parameters Sales and NumLost we must ensure

that all consumer completed their activities (i.e. dropped products

and made a purchase, if want to).

EndTrade equation ask for all consumers to conclude their activity,

and therefore, after its computation, we are sure that the faux

parameters will not change any more at t. Being a variable,

moreover, asking many times its value does not trigger other

executions, apart the first time.
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Consumers’ model

Now we have the equations. Implement them and fix the possible

compilation errors.

When the Lsd model program runs, let’s create the model structure,

composed by:

• Object Market.

• Items InitTrade(0) and EndTrade(0) in object Market.

• Object Supply in object Market.

• Items Purchase(F), TotalUsers(0), IsBroken(F) and

alpha(P) in object Supply.

• Object Firm in object Supply.

• (continue ...)
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Consumers’ model

• (... continue)

• Items IdFirm(P), BD(P), NumUsers(1), ms users(1),

Visibility(0), Sales(P) and NumLost(P) in object Firm.

• Object Demand in object Market.

• Object Consumer in object Demand.

• Item ProdUsed(1) in object Consumer.
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Consumers’ model

Let’s initialize the model. Consider 10 Firm’s and 1000

Consumers. Set the following values:

• alpha = 1;

• IdFirm = increasing values from 1 step 1

• BD = increasing values from 0.1 step 0.01

• ms user = 0.1

• ProdUsed = 0
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Consumers’ model

Use the following settings:

• Num. Simulations = 1;

• Initial Seed = 1

• Simulation Step = 500

• Insert debugger at = 0

• Mark the Save option for ms user, NumUsers, Sales, Lost:
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Consumers’ model

Do you have any expectation on what will happen? And why?

Run the simulation and investigate the model’s behaviour. Test

different seeds and different values for alpha.
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Consumers’ model

Sometimes an object needs to establish a link to another object to

easily access a frequently needed. In this model a consumer is always

linked to a firm. We can therefore link the object consumer to its

currently used firm.

Every object in LSD offer the modeller the possibility to link an

object to another object, and then using this link when necessary.

The object is called hook, that can be used for a pointer, e.g. cur, as

cur->hook.

The two equations that need to be modified are Purchase to set the

link and IsBroken that uses the link.
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("Purchase")

/*

Make a purchase for the calling object (supposedly a consumer).

RNDDRAW("Obj", "VarOrPar") is a Lsd function choosing randomly an

object called "Obj" probability equal to "VarOrPar".

*/

V("InitTrade"); //ensure that firms are ready to sell

cur=RNDDRAW("Firm","Visibility");

INCRS(cur,"Sales",1); //increase the Sales of the chosen firm

v[0]=VS(cur,"IdFirm");

c->hook=cur; //set the hook from the consumer to the chosen firm

RESULT(v[0] )
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Consumers’ model

EQUATION("IsBroken")

/*

INCREMENTAL VERSION 1.5

*/

V(’’InitTrade’’);

v[0]=VLS(c,"ProdUsed",1);//check the currently used product

if(v[0]==0) //This is true only at time t=1

END_EQUATION(1); //then returns immediately 1, without further bothering

// OBSOLETE cur=SEARCH_CND("IdFirm",v[0]); //find the firm producing it

v[2]=VS(c->hook, "BD"); //read the BD for the hooked firm

if(RND<v[2])

{

v[1]=1; //product broken

INCRS(cur, ’’NumLost’’, 1);

}

else

v[1]=0; //product not broken

RESULT(v[1] )
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